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Abstract 

 
This paper firstly generalizes a kind of new operator, i.e. convex-power 

condensing operator, which was obtained by Sun Jingxian in paper [1], and 
defines a new class of operator, i.e. −P convex-power condensing operator in 
locally convex space. Also, a new fixed point theorem of this new operator is 
proved. Finally we apply the results obtained to investigate the existence of 
solutions for nonlinear Volterra type integral equations in locally convex 
spaces.  
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Introduction 
The theory of differential equations, integral equations and integral- 

differential equation in abstract space, developing in the first half of the 
twentieth Century, is a very active research area. Combining the theory of 
differential equations and functional analysis, using theory and methods of  
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functional analysis to study differential equations, integral equations and 
integral-differential equation in abstract space, it provides a powerful tool for 
studying the existence of solutions to nonlinear problems in chemistry, physics, 
biology, economics and other systems. 

At present, most of these researches are concentrated on studying the 
existence of solutions for differential equations, integral equations and 
integral-differential equations in Banach space. Thus, it has achieved a richer 
and more exhaustive result. Note worthily, there are much fewer studies about 
these problems relatively in locally convex spaces, such as [2, 3, 4, 5, 7]. As 
everyone knows, locally convex space is a class of much wider abstract space 
and its theory is one of the main contents of nonlinear functional analysis. 

Paper [1] defines a new class of operators in Banach space, namely the 
convex power condensing operator. It also obtains the new fixed point theorem 
of the operator, which will be applied to solve the existence of global mild 
solution and positive mild solution, a class with non-compactly, 
semi-groupedly and semi-linearly developed Equation in space E  of Banach. 

Inspired by the literature above, the paper firstly generalizes a kind of new 
operator, i.e. convex-power condensing operator, which was obtained by Sun 
Jingxian in paper[1], then it defines a new class of operator, i.e. 
−P convex-power condensing operator in locally convex space. Also, a new 

fixed point theorem of this new operator is proved. Finally, we apply the 
results obtained to investigate the existence of solutions for nonlinear Volterra 
type integral equations in locally convex spaces. 

 

1 Definition and Lemma 
 
Before providing the main result, we need to introduce some basic facts 

about locally convex spaces. We give the definitions as following. 
Paper [8] introduced Kuratowski’s measure of non-compactness and basic 

properties of the bounded set in the Banach space. 
Definition 1.1 Let E  be a Banach space and S  is a bounded set in E , 

then SS |0inf{)( >= δα can be expressed as a finite number of sets 

and U
n

i
iSS

1=

= , making 

diam })( δ≤iS                                               (1.1) 
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as the Kuratowski’s measure of non-compactness, non-compactness measure 

for short, this indicates the diameter of iS  for diam )( iS . Obviously, 

+∞<≤ )(0 Sα . 

Paper [2] gives Kuratowski’s measure of non-compactness, determined by 
the half of its range in locally convex space. 

Definition 1.2 Let X  be a locally convex space, whose topology 

generated by these mi-norm family Γ∈= αα }{pP , noted by ),( PX , Ω  is a 

bounded set in X , called 
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as Ω ’s non-compactness measure about half of the range of αp . Here, 

)(diam jp Ωα  means jΩ ’s diameter, determined by the half of the range of αp . 

Obviously, ∞<Ω≤ )(0
α

μ p . 

Paper [3] explains in detail about Kuratowski’s measure of 
non-compactness in the locally convex space. 

As we all know, the famous Schauder fixed point theorem is an important 
conclusion, extremely widely applied. This conclusion, however, requires 
operator to be completely continuous, which is a very hard condition. To 
weaken this condition, we have proposed condensing operator concept. We 
turn the condition from the completely continuous operator condensing 
operators to condensing operator, which defined by condensing operators with 
non-compact measure in the Schauder fixed point theorem.  

Definition 1.3 Let E  be real Banach space, D  is a bounded set of 
operators in E , operator EDA →: is called condensing operator. If 

EDA →: is continuous and bounded, and for any non-relatively compact 

bounded set S  in D , there is always )())(( SSA αα < . 

Paper [1] proposed the new concept of convex-power condensing operator 
and basically generalizes it. We also apply the Sadovskii fixed point theorem  
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to condensing operators further. First, we give you a mark. 

Let E  be real Banach space, ED ⊂  is a convex closed set, 

DxDDA ∈→ 0,: . For any given DS ⊂ , let 

),()(),1( 0 SASA x ≡ L,3,2),),(()( 0
),1(

__
),( 00 == − nxSAcoASA xnxn ｝｛ ．   

   (1.3) 
Definition 1.4 Let E  be real Banach space, ED ⊂  is a convex closed 

set, DDA →: , we calls A  the convex-power condensing operator. If A  is 

continuous and bounded, and it has Dx ∈0  and positive integer 0n , allowing 

for any non- relative compactness bounded sets DS ⊂  with 

)())(( ),( 00 SSA xn αα < , of which )(),( 00 SA xn  is defined as (1.3). 

Note 1 According to the definition, if )())(( ),( 00 SSA xn αα = , S  is a 

relatively compact set in E . Clearly, the condensing operator must be 
cohesive by convex power. What’s more, paper [1] establishes a new fixed 
point theorem about the newly defined convex-power condensing operator, 
namely the following lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.7. 

Lemma 1.2 ]1[  Let D  be a nonempty bounded closed convex set of the 
Banach space, DDA →:  is convex-power condensing operator, there must 
be fixed points of A  in D . 

Lemma 1.3 ]1[  Let E  be real Banach space, ED ⊂  is a bounded convex 

closed set, DDA →:  is continuous. If there is Dx ∈0 , 10 <≤ k , as well as a 

positive integer 0n , making )())(( ),( 00 SkSA xn αα < , DS ⊂∀ , there must be 

fixed points of A  in D .  
Like the notation and definitions of convex-power condensing operator in 

Banach space of in the paper [1], we give the definition of −P convex-power 
condensing operator in locally convex space.  

Let ),( PX  be complete Hausdorff locally convex space, ED ⊂  is a 

convex closed set, DDA →: , Dx ∈0 , for any given DS ⊂ , let 

),()(),1( 0 SASA x ≡ L,3,2),),(()( 0
),1(

__
),( 00 == − nxSAcoASA xnxn ｝｛ ．(1.4) 
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Definition 1.5 If ),( PX is complete Hausdorff locally convex 

space, ED ⊂  is a convex closed set, DDA →: , so A is −P convex-power 

condensing. If A  is continuous and bounded, and there is Dx ∈0  and a 

positive integer 0n , which makes any non- −P relative compactness of 

bounded sets DS ⊂  have )())(( ),( 00 SSA xn αα < . )( and ),( 00 SA xn  in it are 

defined by (1.3).  
With the convex Banach space power condensing operators fixed point 

theorem obtained by paper [1], namely Lemma 2.6, we can get 
−P convex-power condensing operator’s fixed point theorem in locally 

convex spaces. Because they are proved similarly, the progress is omitted here. 
Lemma 1.4 Let D  be a non-empty bounded closed convex set in a 

complete Hausdorff locally convex spaces ),( PX , if DDA →:  is 

−P convex-power condensing operator, there must be fixed point of A  in 
D . 

 

2 Existence of Volterra Integral Equations in Locally 

Convex Spaces Nonlinear   
 
This section examines the existence of 

∫+=
t

dssysfstgthty
0

))(,(),()()( , ],0[ aJt =∈           (2.1) 

Nonlinear Volterra integral equations in locally convex spaces. Among them, 

),( XJCh∈ ， ),( XXJCf ×∈ ， ),( PX is a complete Hausdorff locally convex 

space , 0>R , mark }0:),{( 2 atsRstD ≤≤≤∈= , ),( RDCg ∈ , ),( XJC  

is a collection of continuous images of all slaves from J  to X . 

If, Pp∈∀ , Ppcp ∈}{  is the family of semi- Fan of ),( XJC . Here, 

))((max)( tupup
Jtc ∈

=  and ),( XJC  is locally convex spaces by the family of 

semi- norm. They are noted with 
cpp αα , , which means the measure of  
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non-compactness of X , ),( XJC  respectively. 

Lemma 2.1 ]3[  ( a ) Let H  be a bounded set of ),( XJC , then 

)(2))(())((sup HJHtH
cppp

Jt
ααα ≤≤

∈
,               (2.2) 

Of it, }|)({)( HxtxtH ∈= , U
Jt

HxtxJH
∈

∈= }|)({)( . 

( b ) Let H  be a bounded equicontinuous set in ),( XJC , we can 

conclude that  
))(())((sup)( JHtHH pp

Jt
pc

ααα ==
∈

              (2.3) 

Similar to the proof of Lemma in the paper [1], it is easy to prove the 
following lemma. 

Lemma 2.2 Let B  be a bounded equicontinuous subset in ),( XJC , 

),(0 XJCu ∈ , so the same as },{ 0

__
uHco . 

Lemma 2.3 Let ),( XJCB∈  be a bounded and equicontinuous, then we 

can conclude that ),())(( +∈ RJCtBα , and 

∫∫ ∈∈≤∈
t

t

t

t
JtdsBusuBudssu

00

,})|)(({})|)(({ αα . 

Lemma 2.4 For any given 0>R , f in the RBJ × (of which 

},)(:{ PpRxpExBR ∈≤∈= ) is bounded equicontinuous , ),( XJCH ⊂  is 

bounded and uniformly continuous, }0:),{( 2 atsRstD ≤≤≤∈= , 

),( RDCg ∈ , we can conclude that ))(,(),( sHsfstg  is also the 

equicontinuous set in ),( XJC . 

With the above lemma and obtained fixed point theorem in 
−P convex-power condensing operator, Lemma 1.3, we can give the existence 

results of integral equation (2.1). 
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Theorem 2.1 Let f  meet: 

( 1H ) For any given 0>R , f is in the same row in RBJ × , Pp∈ , 

})(:{ RxpXxBR ≤∈= , and there is a continuous function 0)( ≥sa  and real 

numbers 0>b  making 

bupsasusfp +≤ )()()))(,(( , XuJs ∈∀∈∀ , ,             (2.4) 

and ∫ <
a

dssaM
0

1)( . Here, }),(|:),(max{| DststgM ∈= . 

( 2H ) If there is a constant 0>L , making for any bounded equicontinuous 

set B  and Jt∈  in ),( XJC , as well as Pp∈∀ , there is 

))(())(,(( tBLtBtf αα ≤ . Then the integral equation (2.1) has at least one 

existent solution. 

Proof: Let integral operators ),(),(: EJCEJCA →  as follows 

∫ ∈+=
t

JtdssusfstgthtAu
0

,))(,(),()())(( .             (2.5) 

It is easy to prove ),(),(: EJCEJCA →  continuous and bounded, and its 

solution of integral equation (2.1) is equal to the fixed point of operator 

equations A . Let 
1

0
)(1])([

−

⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛ −+≥ ∫

a

c dssaMabhpr , mark 

})(:),({ rupEJCuB cr ≤∈= , then for any rBu∈ , we can conclude that  

∫ ⋅+≤
t

c dssusfpstgthptAup
0

)))(,((|),(|))((||))((  

dsbupsaMhp
t

cc ))()(()(
0

++≤ ∫ MabdssaMrhp
a

c ++≤ ∫0 )()(

r≤ . 

With the condition ( 1H ) and the definition of A . Then, rAupc ≤)( , or 

rBAu∈ . Therefore, rr BBA →:  is continuous and bounded. 
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Further is the evidence of )( rBA  being the equicontinuous sets in 

),( EJC . In fact, rBu∈∀ att ≤≤≤ 210 , we can conclude by the definition of 

A  that 

)))(())((( 21 tAutAup −  

)))(,(),())(,(),(())()(( 1 2

0 0 2121 ∫ ∫−+−≤
t t

dssusfstgdssusfstgpththp
 

)))(,(),(()))(,()],(),([())()(( 1 2

10 22121 ∫ ∫+−+−≤
t t

t
dssusfstgpdssusfstgstgpththp

  

||)()(|),(),(|))()(( 120

**
2121

1 ttbraMdsbrastgstgththp
t

−+++−+−≤ ∫ . 

Of which, }|)(sup{* Jttaa ∈= . And known by the continuity of )(th  

and ),( stg , when 0|| 12 →− tt , the right side of the formula above tends to 

zero, so )( rBA  is equicontinuous. Let )(
__

rBAcoF = , it is obvious that A  

mapped to F , and A  is continuous bounded. Known by Lemma 2.4, F  is 

equicontinuous bounded sets in ),( EJC . 

Then we prove that: FFA →: is convex-power condensing operator. Take 

Fu ∈0 , we can prove there is positive integer 0n , which for any 

non-relatively compact set FB ⊂ , )())(( ),( 00 BBA p
un

p αα < is right. For any 

FB ⊂ , we can conclude that )(),( 0 BA un
rB⊂  is also bounded equicontinuous 

from the definition of )(),( 0 BA un  and Lemma 2.2, Lemma 2.4. So for any 

fixed ,,2,1 L=n  with Lemma 2.1, we know that 

L,2,1)),)((((max))(( ),(),( 00 ==
∈

ntBABA un

Jt

un
p αα ．        (2.6) 

Because of B  being a bounded equicontinuous set in F  and Lemma 

2.1, we know that )).((max)( tBB
Jtp αα

∈
=  and with the condition ( 1H ) and  
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Lemma 2.4, we also know that stJstsBsfstg ≥∈∀ ,,)),(,(),( 1  is the 

equicontinuous sets in ),( EJC . So added with the condition ( 2H ) and 

Lemma 2.3, we can conclude that  

∫+===
tu dssBsfstgthtBAtBA
0

),1( })))(,(),()(({))))(((())))(((( 0 ααα  

           ∫=
t

dssBsfstg
0

})))(,(),(({α ∫≤
t

dssBsfstg
0

)))(,(),((α  

)()))(,((|),(|
0

BMLtdssBsfstg p

t
αα ≤≤ ∫ .      (2.7) 

Then due to the degree of continuity and consistency of )()(),1( 0 BABA u = , 

Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.4, we can know that 

)})(),))(({(,(),( 0
),1(

__
0 susBAcosfstg u ),,( stJst ≥∈∀  is equicontinuous too. 

With Lemma 2.3 and condition ( 2H ) and (2.7), we conclude that  

∫+=
t uu dssusBAcosfstgthtBA
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Suppose ,2≥k  JtB
k
tLMsBA p

k
kkuk ∈∀= ),(

!
))))((( ),( 0 αα , then for 

Jt∈∀ , 
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Therefore, by the induction shows that for any ,,2,1 L=n  there is 

)(
!

))))(((( ),( 0 B
n
aLMtBA p

n
nnun αα ≤

.             (2.10) 

Thus by the (2.6), (2.10), we know that  

)(
!

))))((((max))))(((( ),(),( 00 B
n
aLMtBAtBA p

n
nnun

Jt

un ααα ≤=
∈

． 

With )(0)(
!

∞→→ nB
n
aLM p

n
nn α , we know that there must be a 

positive integer to make 1)(
!0

0
00 <B

n
aLM p

n
nn α , which proves FFA →:  is 

a −P  convex-power condensing operator. According to Lemma 1.4, there is 

a fixed point *u  of A  in F , which is the solution of *u , the integral 

equation (2.1) in the ),( EJC . Thus the proof is completed. 
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